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Stop Skate Harassment - Build Your Own Ramp. Thrasher presents How to Build Skateboard

Ramps is the only book of skateboard ramp plans that you will ever need. Whether you're building a

new ramp, adding on to an existing ramp, or replacing an old ramp, everything you need to know is

in here. Packed with 76 pages of color photographs and detailed illustrations that make ramp

construction safe and easy. Inside you'll find: Expert advice for choosing the correct tools and

materials. Tips for avoiding most common problems in ramp building. Clear and detailed illustrations

to help you plan and build the perfect ramp for your budget. Easy-to-follow instructions to help you

through the entire ramp building process. Ideas for ramps that make the most of limited budgets and

space. Thrasher presents How to Build Skateboard Ramps, Half pipes, Boxes, Bowls, and More.
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Stop Skate Harassment - Build Your Own Ramp. Thrasher presents How to Build Skateboard

Ramps is the only book of skateboard ramp plans that you will ever need. Whether you're building a

new ramp, adding on to an existing ramp, or replacing an old ramp, everything you need to know is

in here. Packed with 76 pages of color photographs and detailed illustrations that make ramp

construction safe and easy. Inside you'll find: Expert advice for choosing the correct tools and

materials. Tips for avoiding most common problems in ramp building. Clear and detailed illustrations

to help you plan and build the perfect ramp for your budget. Easy-to-follow instructions to help you

through the entire ramp building process. Ideas for ramps that make the most of limited budgets and



space. Thrasher presents How to Build Skateboard Ramps, Half pipes, Boxes, Bowls, and More.

If you've never built anything before this books better then a poke in the eye with a sharp stick, if

your like me a carpenter old school skater that's been bulding ramps since the early 80's and were

hopeing for a detailed construction lay out (typical blueprint) of portable 1/2 (said to cut a beveled

notch.... Ummm ok den) pipes and similar one for bowls (noTypical lay outs with complete

measurements to be found) idk if this is more of a kids book or what the deal is but if your hopeing

to find complicated complete blueprint type layouts so you can scale up down or whatever your plan

is to draw up your own blueprint I suggest you keep looking, if your bulding your first ever ramp

there is good info and would be very helpful for a kid, but it's all mostly common sence you should

already know if your a skilled builder already

Bought this as a gift for my boyfriend. If you're a professional you needn't bat an eye at this book

unless you're just curious.If you're not, however, it has a lot of neat ideas. :)

This book offers a good overview of the construction of various obstacles, ramps, mini-ramps, and

bowls. With a basic understanding of carpentry you should have no problem building from the

diagrams shown. Even if you do not have a basic understanding of carpentry, I would follow the

books advice and start with some of the smaller/simpler ramps. They will prepare you to work

through the more complex problems that come along with more complex ramps. Be ready to

encounter small headaches and detailing problems along the way and you should be able to

complete your project with your sanity fully intact.

Just built an epic half pipe out of this book for a youth event, worked well, just follow the design.

favorite ever since i was a kid. great condition. thank you.

Like brand new

Helps in costing, out, planning and constructing ramps. More details on weatherproofing and maybe

a concrete section would be nice. Pretty much anything not in the book you can find online though.

Good for reference.



I purchased this book before embarking on building a series of mini-ramps for an indoor skate park.

I found much of it very useful. A lot of the info you can find online for free but it is nice having it

condensed into one book.
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